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archive. This book is a reflection of memories that myself and other  

family members have collected about my grandparents.
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I’m not sure if I believe in the 
afterlife,

but for you, I hope there 
is one



This is their house.

It’s been around for over a hundred years. It’s one of the two houses I 
grew up in. Now that they’re gone, the house has changed a lot. 

At its heart, it’s still their house and I will always remember the itchy carpet 
in the living room, and the cigarette smell on the porch, Darby’s hair 
everywhere, and looking out of Mom-Mom’s bedside window at the small 
farm next door.





This is my Mom-Mom: she was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis before I was 
born. MS left her bedridden until she passed. She couldn't leave the house 
so my memory of her is tied to the house. I loved to brush her hair with a 
weird handled brush she had. I always had some question to ask about the 
medical equipment that was around her. 













Tractor rides were always my favorite, no matter what season. My favorite tractor 
was the big red one, it made a tremendous sputter when it started and was so 
noisy that we had to shout to talk. It was fun when Pop would take all of the 
family on a tractor wagon ride, towing everyone except me. I was the special one 
to sit on Pop’s lap.













I don’t have any memories of mom-mom when she could do any 
activity. I remember her when she was gifted a bird, Bob. From her bed 
she would call to him, “Bobby!”, and he would happily chirp. I would 
excitedly bring Bob into the bedroom on my finger and visit with her 
and tell her about the day I had.



I remember going on a Searchlight trip once, I was probably 
about 6. Seeing the towers of light going up into the clouds 
was magical. That night I also got ice cream, which made it even 
better.





Pop had been diagnosed with cancer when I was in seventh or eighth grade 
and he fought hard. After Pop died, I learned that all he would talk about at 
his chemo treatments were me and Mom-Mom. He really loved us. I really 
didnt realize it at the time.



I always wonder what my life would be like if they were still here. 
How would they feel about my career choice? I know they would 
love me

Yet I still have doubts in my mind.










